
N12’s Beat- Officer SA Cryer #2680 

March 19th thru March 25th 2016 

 

Aggravated Assault 

16-27539  5400 Shiver Rd  03/23/16 (1500) 

Offense Information:   public street near Friendship Elementary School; road-rage occurred 

involving guns being pointed by unknown suspect; victim pointed her gun back; no shots. 

Suspect Information:  4 unknown black males; black Chrysler 300 4dr, unknown plate. 

Burglary of Vehicle 

16-26181  9100 N Beach St  03/19/16 (1400-1415) 

Offense Information:   YMCA parking lot; broken side window on 2012 Dodge Journey 

Minivan; stolen purse containing IDs and credit/debit cards; used at 1445 in Haltom City; no 

evidence or video; off-duty officer was walking in at same time as victim and recalled seeing 

suspicious vehicle in parking lot. 

Suspect Information:  black Dodge Charger 4dr, unknown plate; unable to see occupant(s) due 

to tinted windows. 

16-27360  86xx Lariat Cir  03/22/16 (1530) to 03/23/16 (0600) 

Offense Information:   Trace Ridge residence; broken side window on 2007 Dodge Caravan; 

stolen radar detector, GPS unit, and cooler; no suspect or evidence. 

16-301031  77xx Beaver Head Dr  03/23/16 (0105-0505) 

Offense Information:   Park Place residence; broken side window on 2002 Ford Ranger PU; 

stolen empty clear tote; no suspect or evidence. 

Theft 

16-26235  82xx Quachita Crossover St 03/14/16 (0001) to 03/19/16 (1510) 

Offense Information:   Park Glen resident; at an unknown date/time, victim believes an 

unknown family member stole her prescription medication. 

16-26751  5728 N Tarrant Pkwy  03/21/16 (1610) 

Offense Information:   Aldi Grocery Store; victim left purse in shopping cart; upon returning to 

look for it, cashier said an unknown female turned it in; victim found cash to be missing but 

credit cards still there. 

16-27925  4500 N Tarrant Pkwy  03/24/16 (1720) 

Offense Information:   Walgreens Pharmacy; unknown black male suspect confused cashier 

about change and scammed for $250. 

*There were five (5) shoplifting thefts reported this week; four (4) at the Walmart Supercenter 

and one (1) at the Walmart Neighborhood Market- Heritage. 

 

 

 


